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Abstract

Background: Despite numerous guidelines, nearly one of two patients with cancer pain remains undertreated,
thereby affecting their quality of life. Active patient involvement through Therapeutic Patient Education (TPE) is
considered as a relevant strategy to overcoming hurdles in pain management. The aim of the EFFADOL study is to
assess the effectiveness of a TPE program in improving cancer pain management.

Methods/design: The EFFADOL study is a stepped-wedge randomised controlled trial. A total of 260 cancer
patients with unbalanced background pain will be randomised over the institutional level, i.e. stepped-wedge
cluster design. Six clusters will be formed, one at the regional level of “Basse-Normandie” for patients receiving the
educational approach by health providers already trained to TPE. Then, five additional centers will be gradually
included at the national level, making it possible to compare the “conventional” management of pain (before
medical staff training to TPE) with the educational approach (after being trained). The main study parameter is pain
interference on daily life assessed with the self-administrated and validated Brief Pain Inventory questionnaire.
Secondary objectives comprised the evaluation of patients’ adherence to pain education program, the description
of pain intensity, pain relief, analgesic adherence and pain emotional impact. Educational dimension of the
program will be evaluated through the patients’ acquisition of knowledge and skills about their pain and treatment
as well as their self-efficacy to participate actively in pain management. The patient’s feeling of pain changes will be
measured. Finally, the satisfaction of participants and educators will be reported. We hypothetise active involvement
of patients in TPE will lead to an improved pain management compared to standard care.

Discussion: Analyzing the impact of a TPE program in cancer pain patients will improve their pain management
and quality of life. We expect that the dissemination of our project educational approach through the French
territory will be accompanied by long term change in clinical practices with mutual benefit to patients and
caregiver-educators.

Trial registration: NCT03297723, registered: 09/28/2017.
Protocol version: Version n°1.1 dated from 2016/09/08.
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Background
Pain remains a prevalent symptom in patients with
cancer despite the availability of opioids and current
guidelines [1]. Based on a recently updated meta-
analysis, pain prevalence is indeed 55% during antican-
cer treatment [2]. Pain, when it is not effectively treated
and relieved, has a severe impact on quality of life [3].
Greco et al. [4] reported that 31.8% of cancer patients
still do not receive analgesic treatment proportional to
their pain intensity.
The management of cancer pain encounters various

obstacles, including patient-related barriers [5, 6] such
as the lack of knowledge and representations of patients
about pain and its treatment. Barriers include wide-
spread misconceptions about opioid use, underestima-
tion of pain, and non-adherence to treatment [7].
Active patient involvement through Therapeutic Pa-

tient Education (TPE) is considered as a relevant strat-
egy to overcoming obstacles in cancer pain management
[7]. TPE, as defined by the World Health Organization
(WHO, [8]), aims at enabling patients to develop skills
to achieve optimal cancer pain control and therefore
improve their QoL. TPE programs for pain management
have been developed in recent years and the number of
published studies evaluating Pain Education Programs
(PEP) and establishing the most efficient programs to
date has substantially increased, as highlighted in our re-
cent literature review [9]. In particular, Oldenmenger’s
systematic review [10] recently performed on 26 Rando-
mised Controlled Trials (RCT) totalling 4735 patients,
shows that PEP may result in improvements of relevant
patient-reported outcomes. Adam et al. [11] analysed 34
RCT and 8 systematic reviews (including 3 meta-
analyses [12–14]) in the field of cancer pain covering
nearly 40 years. Reviews showed a slight but statistically
significant effect of PEP on knowledge about pain and
attitudes towards it, as well as a decrease in pain inten-
sity as reported by patients. Even if there are some
evidences of the benefit of PEP on improving pain
management, educational interventions are complex.
This still raised many issues, including the optimal
choice for types of intervention, study designs, and
outcome measurements.
In this context and according to the regional health

policy, we have undertaken an extensive five-step re-
search program, called EFFADOL (“Ensemble, Faire FAce
à la DOuLeur”), structured in 5 successive phases, each
of them briefly described in the paper developing the
EFFADOL combined approach from practice to research
[15]. Health professionals were first trained in TPE (step
1). We identified patients’ and relatives’ needs with re-
gard to pain (step 2, [16] prior to design a PEP dedicated
on cancer pain (step 3). The PEP evaluation includes an
assessment of its feasibility, quality and transferability at

the regional level (step 4) and of its effectiveness at the
French level through an interventional comparative
randomisation (step 5).
Thus, the research steps (2, 4, and 5) complement the

implementation of the PEP (Step 3) answering to the
ethical and regulatory requirements of TPE that place
emphasis on the importance given upstream to the iden-
tification of patient expectations and needs (Step 2,) and
downstream on that of evaluation (Steps 4 and 5). The
proposed strategy, beyond these requirements, confers a
prospective experimental dimension to the whole project
in order to answer the following research question: does
TPE allow patients suffering from cancer to manage
their pain better on a daily basis? We herein detail the
methodology of the evaluation step 5 aiming to evaluate
the effectiveness of our PEP in improving pain manage-
ment among cancer patients.

Objectives
The main objective of this study (Step 5 of the EFFA-
DOL program) is to assess the PEP effectiveness on
patients’ pain through pain interference with daily life as
main judgement criterion.
We will further evaluate the proportion of patients

adhering to the whole PEP at the Basse-Normandie scale
(Step 4), and then at the national level after medical staff
being trained to TPE.
Other secondary objectives, dealing with the overall

effect of pain education on pain management, aim:
- To assess pain intensity, pain relief, and emotional

impact.
- To assess patients’ skills and knowledge.
- To evaluate patients’ participation, satisfaction, and

impression of change.

Methods/design
Study design
The impact and benefit of the PEP will be evaluated by
comparing the educational approach and the “conven-
tional” management of pain. The Step 5 of the EFFA-
DOL project is a multicentre, stepped-wedge, cluster
randomised controlled trial. This particular randomised
design known as the step-wedge procedure [17–19]
minimize the risk of contamination between the two
groups (conventional vs TPE approach) and thereby the
risk of bias. Indeed, when the purpose is to compare two
practices (in this case, TPE and conventional care) in
which the attitudes of the caregivers are changed, it is
critical to set up at the same time, and with the same
health staff the two assessed different modes of care.
The stepped-wedge design particularly suits in such
setting since it makes it possible to stagger the training
of the caregivers hospital by hospital and consequently
that of the educational intervention per participating
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centre. The randomisation is performed at the cluster
level, instead of the patient level.
Thus, 6 clusters will be formed in which TPE dispens-

ing will be strictly identical. The first cluster includes 11
participating centres from Basse-Normandie where en-
rolled patients will all receive the educational approach
as healthcare (physician/nurse) staff at the regional level
have been already trained in TPE (Step 1 of the EFFA-
DOL project). Then, five other clusters that correspond
to five participating centres outside the region at the
national level will be gradually included in a stepped-
wedge design (Fig. 1). Finally, the conventional approach
(before training) will be compared to the educational
approach (after being trained).

Study sites
Participating sites include eleven structures from Basse-
Normandie (Centre Hospitalier Aunay-Bayeux; Centre
Hospitalier Universitaire, Caen; Centre François Baclesse,
Caen; Polyclinique du Parc, Caen; Centre Hospitalier,
Lisieux; Centre Hospitalier Avranches-Granville; Centre
Hospitalier, Cherbourg; Centre Hospitalier, Saint-Lô;
Centre Hospitalier Intercommunal, Alençon-Mamers;
Centre Hospitalier, Argentan; Centre Hospitalier, Flers)
and five structures outside Basse-Normandie (Gustave
Roussy, Villejuif; Centre Oscar Lambret, Lille; Centre

Hospitalier, Dieppe; Groupement Hospitalier Public Sud
de l’Oise, Senlis; Centre Hospitalier Universitaire, Brest).

Study population
Eligibility criteria are detailed in Table 1. More specif-
ically, pain-related criteria are based on the definition
of unbalanced background pain according to the
Standards, Options and Recommendations [20].
Briefly, the targeted patients had to experience pain
related to disease or its treatments, pain during the
previous week, pain intensity greater or equal to 4 on
a scale of 10, or pain stopping them from sleeping, or
more than 4 episodes of paroxysmal pain per day, or
an impact or their daily activities.

Study flowchart
For all the participants with signed consent form, assess-
ments will be conducted at baseline and 8 weeks after
inclusion (Fig. 2). For patients of the experimental PEP
group, complementary assessments will be performed
twice during the program.

Assessments
Validated questionnaires and scales used for assessments
are presented in Table 2. At inclusion, previous medical

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the stepped-wedge design
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history will be reported as well as relevant indications
(cancer and pain data, analgesic treatment…).

Assessment of pain and its impact, and evaluation of
analgesic treatment adherence
The “Questionnaire concis sur les douleurs”, corre-
sponding to the validated French translation of the
Brief Pain Inventory (BPI, [21, 22]), is very commonly
used in research protocols [9]. It allows a rapid self-
assessment of the impact of pain on daily activities,
using 7 items (general activity, mood, walking ability,
normal work, relations with other people, sleep, and
enjoyment of life). The use of subscale 9 is therefore
recommended by the French National Authority for
Health (HAS) to assess QoL in patients suffering
from pain [23]. The BPI will be also used to calculate
the Pain Management Index (PMI), which, combining
intensity and analgesic treatment, can assess the
proper use of analgesics [24]. Moreover, adherence to
analgesic drugs will be assessed with a pain-adapted
questionnaire.
Among the other criteria (assessed only in PEP group),

emotional repercussions will be assessed by the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS, [25] and the quali-
tative assessment of pain will be measured by the short
form of the McGill Pain Questionnaire [26] in its French
version (Questionnaire de Saint-Antoine (QDSA), [27]).

Assessment of the educational dimension of the PEP
Patient’s acquisition of knowledge and skills about his/
her pain and treatment will be assessed using a

questionnaire developed by our working group and ad-
ministered at the beginning and at the end of the PEP.
Scales evaluating the patient’s self-efficacy to participate
actively in pain management and to communicate opti-
mally with caregivers will be also used [28]. The patient’s
feeling of changes in his health and its repercussion
following the PEP will be retrospectively assessed using
sensitive scales [29] particularly adapted to pain.

Assessment of participants’ satisfaction and educators’
satisfaction with the PEP
Standards tools recommended by the HAS will be
adapted to cancer pain on the basis of those proposed
by PLANETH Patient (Plateforme Normande d'Educa-
tion Thérapeutique du Patient), a regional body whose
particular mission is to harmonise TPE practices and
their evaluation [30]. The questionnaires deal with the
modalities of the workshops (duration, frequency), the
benefits of pain management, the quality of the educa-
tors and their ability to efficient communication.
The assessment of the program and its benefits for

patients will be also conducted with the caregiver-
educators. It will evaluate the PEP impact on the educa-
tional team in terms of functioning, changes in practices
and incorporation with the offer of local care, including
communication with the attending physician.

Assessments addressed to the patients’ relatives
Patients’ relatives willing to participate to the PEP will
have their own QoL evaluated by a self-questionnaire
specifically developed in oncology and validated in
French (CarGoQoL, [31]). Analgesic treatment adher-
ence, assessment of knowledge and skills about patients’
pain and treatment, and satisfaction with the PEP will be
evaluated in relatives using similar questionnaires which
have been adapted to them.

Primary and secondary endpoints
The main judgement criterion in this study is the impact
of pain on daily activities measured with the BPI. A
score will be established by averaging the response on
the 7 items of the subscale 9. The benefit of TPE on the
impact of pain will be defined as a 2-point-decrease (on
a scale of 10) between the values measured before and at
the end of the PEP (at 8 weeks after inclusion). A 2-
point decrease on the BPI scale correspond to a clinic-
ally significant improvement [32].
The first secondary endpoint is the proportion of pa-

tients adhering to the whole PEP (3 sessions), adherence
being defined as the achievement of these 3 sessions for
patients who undertook to follow them.
Other secondary endpoints are based on:

Table 1 Study eligibility criteria

Inclusion
criteria

- Patient suffering from a cancer diagnosed since at least
1 month

- Pain related to the pathology or its treatment and/or to
the sequelae of disease and its treatment (ongoing or not):

- treated with analgesics since at least 1 month
- moderate to severe intensity, unbalanced, in the previous
week:

• Pain intensity ≥4 (on a 0–10 numerical rating scale)
• OR leading to insomnia
• OR > 4 daily breakthrough pain
• OR interference with daily activities
- Patient with a life expectancy ≥6 months
- Health compatible with the PEP requirements (WHO
performance scale ≤2)

- Patient with a signed informed consent before inclusion
of the study

- Patient ≥18 years old
- Patient able to understand, speak and read French
- Patient without cognitive dysfunctions

Exclusion
criteria

- Primary central nervous system cancer or brain metastases
- Documented cognitive disorders
- Progressive psychiatric disease
- Drug user
- Heavy drinking, superior to the WHO recommendations
- Patient refusal to participate
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- Pain intensity and relief (BPI), its impact on QoL
(subscale 9 of BPI, HADS), qualitative characteristics of
pain (QDSA) and pain adherence.
- Patient’s knowledge and skills about pain, patient’s

self-efficacy to actively manage pain, patient-reported
impression of improvement.
- Participants’ satisfaction and educators’ satisfaction

with PEP.

Statistical analysis
Sample size calculation
The calculation of the number of subjects needed for
statistical significance is based on the main judgement
criterion and on the first secondary endpoint.
To meet the first primary objective (Step 5 of the study)

building on a stepped-wedge design, the calculation of
needed number of patients is based on a ≥ 2-point de-
crease of the mean score of the BPI subscale 9 at 8 weeks
after inclusion, in the experimental PEP group compared

to the control group (corresponding to a clinically signifi-
cant improvement). The calculation takes into account
that randomisation is done by clusters (patients belonging
to a same cluster are not independent). Based on bilateral
test and common-factor variances (2.5-point standard de-
viation in both groups (intraclass correlation coefficient =
0.05; 3 clusters per randomisation arm; alpha = 5%;
power = 80%) it is estimated that 45 patients per arm
equitably distributed between the 6 clusters, for a total of
90 assessable patients (Fig. 3).
Moreover, all 5 participating regions outside Basse-

Normandie candidates for training their caregivers to
TPE, will each include 15 assessable patients in the
control group (before being trained). It will be therefore
possible to compare, at the region scale, the effect of
TPE implementation on daily activities.
To meet to the objective of the Step 4, the judgement

criterion is the proportion of patients recruited in Basse-
Normandie area adhering to the whole PEP.

Fig. 2 Study flowchart. Abbreviations: PEP Pain Education Program
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Under the assumptions of p0 = 0.70, p1 = 0.85, α = 5%,
and β = 10%, 80 patients are necessary (unilateral exact
binomial test that compares a proportion to a reference
value) in order to best characterize adhesion to the PEP
in the region (Fig. 3).
Of these patients, 15 will be randomly assigned for

participation of Basse-Normandie in the primary object-
ive (Step 5 of the study).
Overall, 230 evaluable patients are required; it is there-

fore planned to recruit 260 patients in order to antici-
pate some non-assessable patients.

Data analysis
At every stage of the analysis, exploratory data will
provide, for quantitative variables, mean, its standard
deviation, median, quartiles, and missing data; for qualita-
tive variables, frequencies and 95% confidence interval.
Statistical tests and confidence intervals will be calculated
with an overall error significance level of 5%. For the main
objective (Step 5), statistical analysis will be done on the
per-protocol population: it will concern assessable patients
who have completed the whole program (3 sessions after
the educational diagnosis).

Table 2 Questionnaires and scales used to assess pain, educational impact and satisfaction with the PEP

1 Questionnaires will be filled during a visit to hospital or sent by post
2 At inclusion
3 For control patients, questionnaires will be addressed 8 weeks after inclusion
Abbreviations: PEP Pain Education Program
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Pain interference with daily life scores at 8 weeks post
inclusion will be first compared between experimental
PEP group and control group, in consideration of the
correlation of data (generalized linear mixed model).
For the first secondary objective (Step 4), patients’ ad-

herence to the PEP at the regional scale will be assessed
using one-sided test comparing a proportion to a refer-
ence value.
For all the steps, a global analysis will be per-

formed, taking into account the different periods of
the study, clusters, and the care provided for each
period, using a generalized linear mixed model for
scales scores and for qualitative results obtained from
questionnaires. This analysis will be adjusted to the
patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics.

Internal validity of the methodology
The choice of the BPI subscale 9 as main endpoint is
based on different scientific arguments.
BPI-sf is one of the most widely used pain assessment

instrument. Besides pain severity, this questionnaire
evaluates the impact on interference. The IMMPACT
(Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assess-
ment in Clinical Trials) panel recommended that this
criterion should be included in all chronic-pain clinical
trials [33, 34]. This consensus panel specifically identi-
fied the interference items of BPI as one of the scales

recommended for the assessment of pain-related func-
tional impairment [35] with a high reliability (Cronbach
alpha reliability ranges from 0.77 to 0.91). It has been
translated and validated in French [22] and the subscale
9 has been recommended by the HAS to assess pain
interference with daily life [23].

Discussion
Nearly one of two patients with cancer pain is under-
treated [36]. Patients’ attitudinal barriers in cancer pain
remain frequent and are associated with less pain
control [37]. Active patient involvement and self-
management education appears to be a relevant ap-
proach in this regard [38].
In this context, we developed a 5-step project respond-

ing to some objectives of the regional health policy and of
to third French cancer plan [39]. The construction of a re-
gional PEP, after healthcare staff training to TPE, was
based on prior identification of patients’ educative needs
regarding cancer pain. PEP implementation will be evalu-
ated through two research steps, first on a regional scale
and then on a national one, object of the present study.
In clinical trials, RCT are considered the gold

standard of evaluation and as such are mainly used to
validate the impact of PEP [10, 38]. The recent sys-
tematic review of Oldenmenger et al. [10] reported an
improvement in pain intensity in 31% of the PEP

Fig. 3 Expected distribution of patients according to the stepped-wedge design
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studies. The authors incriminate the possible contam-
ination of the control group which could lead to
underestimate the actual effect of PEP. In this project,
a particular design known as the stepped-wedge pro-
cedure was chosen since it allows in particular to
provide some control of confounding factors through
cluster randomisation [40].
This paper therefore presents the design of a stepped-

wedge cluster randomised controlled trial to investigate
the effectiveness of TPE in improving cancer pain self-
management. The impact and benefit of PEP will be
evaluated by comparing the educational approach and
the “conventional” management of pain.
The most commonly used criteria to evaluate pain

improvement in PEP is pain intensity [9]. Nevertheless,
assessment of pain interference with daily life was
retained as main endpoint in this study as it appears to
less fluctuant and more realistic. Pain interference con-
stitutes in this regard a relevant measure of enhance-
ment in QoL, the latter being the ultimate goal of TPE.
We also took a special interest in educational specific-

ally addressed parameters. Besides patients’ knowledge
and attitudes, patients’ communication skills and active
participation in their pain management will be assessed.
Satisfaction with treatment might act as a contributor

to other outcomes and encourages patient involvement
in pain management. Patient satisfaction with cancer
pain care strongly correlates with retrospective ratings of
overall improvement [29]. Patient-reported improvement
scale will be retrospectively measured following the PEP
in order to assess the patient’s feeling of changes in his
health as well as a clinically significant change.
In addition, evaluation of participants’ and educators’

satisfaction with the program will be used to further
optimize the latter by adjusting the followed procedures
in necessary.
In conclusion, the originality and strength of this project

are based on collaborative work between healthcare pro-
fessionals and a research approach building on robust
methodologies that seek to demonstrate the effectiveness
of TPE in improving the patients’ skill in cancer pain man-
agement. Dissemination of this educational approach (at
regional and then national level) will likely be accompan-
ied by a long term change in practices that should provide
mutual benefit to patients and caregiver-educators.
Besides the benefit of PEP for individuals, cancer pain

is a national challenge and better managing it is a major
public health issue. In this regard, TPE, by giving an im-
petus to changing patterns of behaviors and attitudes,
constitutes an asset to allow better assessment, treat-
ment, and understanding of the problem.
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